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How is everyone doing? Well? So lets review the underlying facts
of the continuously evolving situation. For one reason or another
about a week ago Trump Tower went up in flames. The building
was not up to code, and does not have a sprinkler system. I can't
even imagine the high net worth asbestos never ending case file
that will be piling up. In the advent of this and similar revelations
it seems that Israel thought it would be a good idea to
opportunistically attack Syria, essentially gauging the market appetite for a new war, and similar value
September 11, 2001 criminality. Did anyone, but me notice that? Doesn't seem like the President is too
loyal to the tenants of Trump Tower in that regard. I guess the tenants will be looking for a higher
asbestos loyalty. So lets now put the whole circumstance together so that it can be properly understood
before the value brainwashing narratives shape shift to redirect the reality of the situation. Jarred Kusher
was presented with the West bank solar initiative, which is a reapplication of the Quantum - Trump
border wall to the West bank wall in Israel and Palestine. Instead of executing on that project Jared
Kushner opted for an extramarital affair with Hope Hicks. Kirstjen Nielsen was a party of the email
correspondence regarding the West bank solar initiative. Instead of creating the conditions for stability
through sound economic policy Jared Kushner had an extramarital affair with Hope Hicks. Yes, I believe
I already said that, but its worth mentioning again. So arguably the best solution proposed to create the
conditions to resolve the long standing grievances between the Israeli and Palestinian people in fifty
years is squandered away by Jared Kushner. Its not only squandered
away, but not followed up by anyone within the Presidential
Administration. Why is that? Well probably to prolong the inevitable
demise of the ongoing value criminality, which I have gone
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over rather extensively. However, lets go over the value
criminality once again against the backdrop of Trump
Tower catching fire, and Israel attacking Syria instead of
implementing the West bank solar initiative so that
Warren Buffett, Berkshire Hathaway Inc. can be better
exposed in holding the U.S. government hostage
until fraudulent concessions were made to not fund the border wall. I mean everyone, even Warren
Buffett, would like to pay less for energy, healthcare, and taxes, unless there was an underlying issue
with the person or company providing the solutions to achieve that objective. Right? I mean you would
had to have murdered the person providing those solutions family or something to that extent to not
only walk away from lower energy, healthcare, and taxes coasts, but outright hold the U.S. government
hostage until you got your way to defraud that person and the public. That my dear friends is the
entitled value federal protectionist circumstance, and legal condition we unfortunately find ourselves
within. Irrespective of any value brainwashing, the facts will remain today, tomorrow, and moving
forward that a viable solution to create the conditions for stability in the Middle East was put forth, but
instead the opportunity was extramaritially squandered away, Warren Buffett, Berkshire Hathaway Inc.
held the U.S. government hostage, and when Trump Tower caught fire Israel used the opportunity to
attack Syria gauging the sentiment for war and a new building. Let me repeat myself, a viable solution
to create the conditions for stability in the Middle East was put forth,
but instead the opportunity was extramaritally squandered away,
Warren Buffett, Berkshire Hathaway Inc. held the U.S. government
hostage, and when Trump Tower caught fire Israel used the
opportunity to attack Syria gaging the sentiment for war and a new
building. This is an alarming set of circumstances, which pattern
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and practice of criminality create the conditions that
support the underlying basis of my argument.
Enough so that if properly explained to a grand jury
they would more than likely return an indictment.
Right? Do you think the public would like to pay
more for energy, health care, and taxes so Warren
Buffett can get away with using improperly formed
monopoly to financially orchestrate the September 11, 2001 attacks on the World Trade Center to
murder David Alger? Probably not. You see my dear friends, ladies and gentleman of the Court,
against the backdrop of the solutions set forth the government prevailing in a Sherman Act bid
rigging case at trial is more likely especially if used to breakdown criminality going back to
September 11, 2001. All the Stormy Daniels cleft Fritolay value social media saturated fat legal
redirection in the world will not change that reality. No Michael Cohen Jack Daniels
Southampton car contribution scam, or Rudolph Giuliani Bracewell Campbell Soup Philly energy
scam, or Robert Kraft deflate gate Mac and Cheese scam has or will have any effect on the facts
substantiating the case against Warren Buffet, Berkshire Hathaway Inc. The now seven year long
obstructionist value charity has produced no results, and Mark Zuckerberg needing to testify
speaks to the fact that value social media scams warrant no further effective consideration. For
some of you this will be a refreshing reminder of this mornings Company guidance on the
Quantum Apple One, and the transparency of a quantum computational world. For others of you
who's lives depend upon these scams, pockets of value graft, corruption, and malversation this
will be an upsetting realization. As we move forward I am humble
to have been able to be blessed with such solutions so that I
may break down the value criminality so that my family, and so
many other families may finally get justice. Thank you.
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